
Retracing Edoardo’s  footsteps



A proud Biancavillese



From a Biancavillese family 







Tesi di Laurea, 1980:











If the fission lifetime  of the compound 
nucleus exhibits a  transient time  before 
reaching  the statistical model value,  
the neutron and proton multiplicities are 
affected. 
This can give  information on the nuclear 
friction constant .
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Edoardo, a physicist with two Ph.D.s?





Investigate the consequences of time-reversal symmetry breaking 
in compound nucleus reactions, assuming that the compound nucleus 
can be represented as a member of a GOE ensemble plus an admixture
of time-reversal symmetry breaking GUE

Motivation: a high precision  experimental study  of the validity of 
detailed balance in the  reaction was performed by  the 
Darmstadt-Bochum group [E. Blanke et al. PRL 51 (1983) 355]
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Chaos 3, 691 (1993)

Calculation of excitation functions in the quantum scattering of a rotor at bombarding energies slightly above the 
barrier in weakly absorbing systems shows fluctuations that can be related to the chaotic feature observed 
In the analogous classical system   







RPA approximation:

Boson mapping: 

Including  all terms of the residual interaction (not only ph terms) and expanding up to 
two-boson states,

Eigenstates  are a superposition of one- and two-phonon states:



Extended RPA: each state of nucleus A is a superposition of 1- and 2- RPA phonons

Collision of heavy ions  A,B at relativistic energies on semiclassical trajectories (Alder–Winther) R(t)

External field:

Standard excitation of  
one-phonon component

Transition from one-
phonon or two-phonon 
component to another 
one of the same type

Transition from g.s. 
to  two-phonon
component
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Check boson expansion in the two-level model

Exact

Nuclear Field Theory, 
butterfly diagrams: same 
results for two-phonon
states 

G.F. Bertsch,  P.F. Bortignon and K. Hagino, NPA657 (1999) 59





208Pb+208Pb L=1
Elab= 641MeV/A

Harmonic

Anharmonic + Nonlinear



208Pb+208Pb L=1
Elab= 641MeV/A

PRC 74 (2006) 064614

Calculation extended to three phonon states



40Ca+40Ca   50 MeV/A



The search for double giant modes is not so active anymore. 
With the exception of the double Gamow-Teller resonance

N. Shimizu, J. Menendez and K. Yako, PRL 120 (2018) 142502





Width of dipole reponse increases going neutron-rich

Neutron dominance at large r  



Modifications of the isoscalar and isovector quadrupole response going neutron-rich



Transition densities are very sensitive to neutron skin
They indicate collective in-phase oscillations of neutrons and protons 





WHAT NEXT?









May you drink 
Very good wine
For many many years
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